On March 11, 2011, at 2:46 in the afternoon, an earthquake of moment magnitude 9.0 occurred with the focus off the Sanriku Coast. The earthquake was the largest in recorded history in Japan and was named “The 2011 off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku Earthquake” by the Japan Meteorological Agency. The Cabinet officially named this disaster the “Great East Japan Earthquake.”

We were published the October 2012 issue as the special issue which collects important articles, including a wide spectrum of case histories, on the disaster due to 2011 off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku Earthquake from geotechnical aspects. This Special Issue can be accessed for free via the following link: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00380806/52/5

In this time, we collect more articles, pictures and movies and re-edit this issue as DVD. It was published in January 2015. When you order the DVD, please send us the order form on the other side of this leaf.
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Dear Subscribers:

We appreciate your subscription to Soils and Foundations.

We plan to revise the annual subscription rates from 2015. The rates for BOTH PRINTED ISSUES AND ONLINE-ACCESS will be changed as written on the above list. When you order your annual subscription for next year, please choose one category of subscription and fill in the blanks on the order form.
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* We DO NOT have any discount system (for publication agencies or libraries, etc.)
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* Remittance should be made payable to the Japanese Geotechnical Society.
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